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1 Lord, you have been our dwelling-place in all generations. 2 Before the mountains were 
brought forth, or ever you had formed the earth and the world, from everlasting to 
everlasting you are God.  
3 You turn us* back to dust, and say, ‘Turn back, you mortals.’ 4 For a thousand years in 
your sight are like yesterday when it is past, or like a watch in the night.  
5 You sweep them away; they are like a dream, like grass that is renewed in the 
morning; 6 in the morning it flourishes and is renewed; in the evening it fades and 
withers.  
7 For we are consumed by your anger; by your wrath we are overwhelmed. 8 You have 
set our iniquities before you, our secret sins in the light of your countenance. 
9 For all our days pass away under your wrath; our years come to an end like a sigh.    
10 The days of our life are seventy years, or perhaps eighty, if we are strong; even then 
their span is only toil and trouble; they are soon gone, and we fly away. 
11 Who considers the power of your anger? Your wrath is as great as the fear that is due 
to you. 12 So teach us to count our days that we may gain a wise heart.  
13 Turn, O LORD! How long? Have compassion on your servants! 14 Satisfy us in the 
morning with your steadfast love, so that we may rejoice and be glad all our days.        
15 Make us glad for as many days as you have afflicted us, and for as many years as we 
have seen evil. 16 Let your work be manifest to your servants, and your glorious power 
to their children. 17 Let the favour of the Lord our God be upon us, and prosper for us 
the work of our hands—O prosper the work of our hands! 

 

 
What do you what to be when you grow up? In my elementary years, if you asked 

me what occupation I wanted to work in when I got older, the answer would vary by 

the week. One week, I wanted to be a motorcycle cop like Ponch and Jon on one of 

my favorite television shows, CHiPs. The next week, I wanted to be a farmer…until 

my plant in second grade science didn’t grow. Then I was done with farming. Over the 

course of several weeks, I remember my answer to what I would do as an adult circling 
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through a number of different occupations – doctor, astronaut, professional soccer 

player, banker. But, after many months of trying to fully answer that question, I finally 

settled on one occupation. When I grew up, I was going to be a race car driver. 

For weeks, I was sure I would one day be the next Richard Petty or Cale 

Yarbrough. I would sit in the driver’s seat of my parents’ car imagining that I was 

drafting another car, only to slingshot around them to the checkered flag coming out 

of turn four. I remember carrying around a Polaroid picture a friend had taken of 

Darrell Waltrip’s stock car, sure that I would someday be in a car like that, circling the 

infield at a high rate of speed. I was sure this is what I was supposed to do…until 

something happened at church. 

Twice a year at the church of my childhood, the congregation held what was called 

a love feast. A love feast consisted of three practices – foot washing, a fellowship meal, 

and communion. Participating in one of these love feasts made such an impression on 

me that I decided to make a career change. No longer was I going to be a race car 

driver. I decided that I wanted to be a minister. 

From that point on, I was a seven-year-old Billy Graham. I was digging into the 

scriptures and telling people about it. One of my treasured possessions became a small 

pamphlet given to me by my minister. I studied that “where do you find it in the 

Bible” pamphlet earnestly, and tried to make sense of the scriptures it referenced. After 

all, I needed to understand what was going on in the Bible if I was going to be a 

minister. 

I really wanted to be a minister…for about three weeks. But, I gave up on that 

career path. The lure of NASCAR was too much. I went back to thinking racing was 

the life for me and figured that was my brush with the Christian ministry. It turns out, 

it actually was a brush with two myths we have when it comes to work and ministry. 
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The first myth is that we have a spiritual life and a work life that are completely 

separate – that NASCAR and being a disciple of Jesus Christ are two separate spheres 

that never touch. This myth causes some to think that what they do Monday through 

Friday has no connection to what they do on Sunday…and vice versa. I remember the 

day this reality finally dawned on a 50-year-old engineer in a previous congregation. He 

voiced his surprise out loud: “You mean I’m supposed to be a Christian at work?” The 

sad thing is, he had been a Disciple all his life. Yet, somehow, he didn’t connect this 

(church) to that (work). He didn’t recognize that transformation here should lead to 

transformation there. 

Pastor and author Tim Keller describes this as a failure to integrate faith and work. 

And it’s not something new to us in the 21st century. It’s actually been something the 

church has been wrestling with for centuries. Ironically, the second work and ministry 

myth we have to deal resulted from well-meaning Christians across the eons seemingly 

answering the question of how work and ministry went together. It’s the myth that the 

only way to serve God vocationally is by becoming a minister. 

This morning, on this Sunday closest to Labor Day, we have to bust these two 

myths. We have to figure out how to see our work life and our faith life operating hand 

in hand. We have to see that serving God in a full time capacity doesn’t require a 

seminary education or a church staff position. You and I have to recover the idea that 

our human work as teachers, accountants, pharmacists, saleswomen, welders, or 

whatever you do, is not merely a job but a calling. 

The Latin word vocare – to call – is at the root of our common word “Vocation.” 

Today that word is often used interchangeably with the word “job,” but that was not 

the original sense. Originally, a job was a vocation only if someone else called you to 

do it and you did it for them rather than for yourself. As it turns out, that’s what Psalm 

90 is talking about. 
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The superscription of Psalm 90 attributes it to Moses. However, it is more likely 

that is was a prayer offered for God’s people as though Moses were praying it.i The 

people of Israel and Judah, finding themselves in the midst of exile and captivity, 

needed the assurance that Moses had provided to their ancestors some 700 years 

earlier during the Exodus. They needed to know that in a situation in which they had 

no control, God was still in control. And the best way to do that was to affirm that 

God was the Creator. 

Psalm 90 belongs to a small category of psalms known as creation psalms (Psalms 8, 

19, 65, 90, 104, 139, and 148). While each of these creation psalms is unique in its 

content, they each speak of God as a loving creator, and of all of the universe as God’s 

beloved creation. They all point back to what God did to fashion and provide for the 

universe, from the moon and the stars, to the sheep and the oxen. And by highlighting 

God as Creator – by pointing back to the beginnings of the heavens and the earth 

described in Genesis - they also reveal a truth for those of us who are wrestling with 

the integration of faith and work: work is a part of God’s design. 

If you were to flip to the opening pages of the Bible, you would see that it begins by 

talking about work. Genesis describes God’s creation of the world as work. In fact, the 

magnificent project of cosmos invention is depicted within a regular work week of 

seven days. But creation was not haphazardly thrown together to meet an end-of-week 

deadline. Creation was the plan of a craftsman; it was the masterpiece of an artist. And 

Genesis recounts that God worked for the sheer joy of it. “God saw all that he had 

made, and it was very good.” 

However, work didn’t stop when God declared creation good. Instead, work was 

given to a part of God’s creation. Genesis 2:15 states: The Lord God took the man and put 

him in the garden of Eden to work it and keep it. This was God’s design for stewardship and 
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provision. It may surprise you but what this means is that human beings were working 

in paradise. 

For many of us, working in paradise seems like an oxymoron. That’s because most 

of us don’t think of work as paradise. We think of paradise as a place where we don’t 

work. Paradise is where we put our feet up and relax with a frosty lemonade beside us. 

Paradise and our offices; paradise and our classrooms; paradise and the daily grind just 

don’t seem to go together. 

But the fact is, work is given to us by God. One of the other creation psalms, Psalm 

19, asks the wonderful question: What are human beings that you are mindful of them, mortals 

that you care for them? Said more plainly, given the vastness of creation, why would God 

care about little old me? Biblical scholar Rolf Jacobson suggests that God cares about 

us because God has given us a special role to play in creation. Human beings are to be 

the stewards, the caretakers, of God’s beloved creation. God has given human beings 

the responsibility for creation.ii 

I think Jacobson is right. Yet here’s where it gets tricky. Some might suggest that 

what you do week-to-week in your workplace has nothing to do with being stewards of 

God’s creation. The calls you make, the clients you deal with, the students you teach, 

the widgets you create or sell, the designs you draw, the service you provide - none of 

these are like tending to the garden or naming the beasts of the field and the birds of 

the air. None of these seem to be a natural fit to our thinking of creation stewardship. 

This is because our view of work is too narrow. 

As I said a few moments ago, this narrowness isn’t a new issue. The sixteenth 

century Protestant Reformers Martin Luther and John Calvin both dealt with this 

issue. Both men argued that all work, even so-called secular work, was as much a 

calling from God as the ministry of a monk or priest. 
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Luther put special stress on the dignity of all work, observing that God cared for, 

fed, clothed, sheltered, and supported the human race through our human labor. He 

suggested that when we work, we are the “fingers of God,” the agents of God’s 

providential love for others. Luther elevated the purpose of work from making a living 

to loving our neighbor. 

Calvininsts - those in the Reformed tradition - suggest that work not only cares for 

creation, but also directs and structures it. The purpose of work, in the Reformed view, 

is to create a culture that honors God and enables people to thrive. That is faithful 

work.iii 

Both of these viewpoints frame work as something done for others. But work also 

does something for us. It reveals our idols – those things we have turned into gods. In 

our work life, choosing the idols of comfort and pleasure can make it impossible for a 

person to work as hard as is necessary to have a faithful and fruitful career. On the 

other hand, choosing the idols of power and approval can lead us to overwork or to be 

ruthless in our work practice. Running through every aspect of our lives is also the idol 

of control, seen in intense worry, lack of trust, and micromanagement. And if we love, 

serve, or derive meaning from them more than from God, all of these things become 

idols.iv 

Our work highlights where those idols arise in our lives. And the way to combat 

those idols is to trust, like ancient Israel and Judah that our Creator has already been at 

work – working a plan for each of us…a plan we can see now - 2,600 years later – was 

fulfilled in Jesus Christ. 

When we see again how our creator God provided for us through Jesus Christ, it 

changes our view of what we do day-to-day. That good news – that gospel - provides 

an alternative story line for our work. Instead of our work and life being about what 

we think it’s about and what we think will help us thrive, it becomes about partnering 
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with God in his love and care for the world. In other words, the Gospel gives meaning 

to our work. That means from 9-5, or whatever hours you work, the Gospel compels 

us to treat all people and their work with dignity. We’re to create an environment in 

which people can flourish and use their God-given gifts to contribute to society. We’re 

to embody grace, truth, hope, and love in organizations we create. We’re to express 

our relationship with God and his grace to us in the way we speak, work, and lead, not 

as perfect exemplars but as pointers to Christ.v By holding fast to the Gospel, the work 

you do can be a calling – a vocation, but only if it is reimagined as a mission of service 

to something beyond merely our own interests. And this is what the final petition of 

Psalm 90 helps us do. 

The final petition of the psalm, that God might prosper the work of the people’s 

hand, is not a request for prosperity. Rather, it is a request that the work of God’s 

servants – and, through them, the work of God himself – might become the sign of 

the times.vi That in the short time given to us, we might make the most of what we’ve 

been given through the work we do; committing ourselves to shinning the light of God 

into every corner of our lives…including where we work. 

That’s what this morning’s Ordination to Daily Life service is about. We are praying 

that God might prosper our work…our vocations that God has called us to serve. 
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